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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON
Submitted by Cheryl Wallace, ONN Rep
Our Winter Session of virtual classes is underway with 10 classes being offered through a combination of zoom, email, and video. Members could choose from “Beginning Stitches”, “Decorated Faces”, “Three Stitches”., Dorset Buttons”, “Is it Blackwork or Black work?”, “Making a Fabric Journal”,
“Faux Goldwork”, “Omiyage”, ”Sketchbooks” and “In Conversation”. Classes run from January 28th
to April 22nd .
As well as offering virtual classes, CEG London provided members with an opportunity to come together to Gather and Stitch and enjoy guest speakers. We heard from our own Kathie Morgan on
the topic of Botanical Printing and from Sheila Johnson on the topic of women’s clothing during the
early 1800’s.
Since we were unable to hold our annual Winter Retreat, we held a smaller virtual Retreat on the last
Saturday afternoon in January. We sat, we zoomed, we chatted and stitched and drank our assorted
beverages. Everyone was free to come as go as they pleased; to take a walk in the fresh air and
come back refreshed and stitch again. It was as close to our retreat as we were able to manage,
and fun was had by all who were able to attend.
In February, our President, Andrea Manias, challenged members to make textile postcards that
would then be sent on to another contributing member. The topic of the postcards was “Covid”. Everyone who entered the challenge received a postcard from another member.

On March 4th we held our Inspiration Day with presenter, Trina O’Rourke, from The Cotton Harvest
in Seaforth, ON. She taught us Sue Spargo style stitching on wool featuring a whimsical bird. Our
(Continued on page 2)
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD LONDON (cont’d)

virtual day ran from 9:30 to 3:30 and many of our members were able to attend. The kits supplied for
the day provided the wool, needles, threads and beads for 16 different stitches to embellish our
birds. Also, in March we were challenged to create something with a Spring theme. Everyone is
ready for sunshine and warmer weather.

CEG, London had planned to celebrate its 50th Anniversary, “The Evolution and Diversity of Textile Arts”,
beginning in September 2021. Plans have been adjusted to start in June 2022, when a large range of exciting
workshops will take place. More details will be announced..
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY

Submitted by Heather James, ONN Rep
Well you just can’t keep a good Guild down! We have not stopped since last April when we went to
virtual meetings, including our AGM, and then carried on with FIFI during the Summer. We returned
to Regular Format – but Virtually done – in September and we have hardly looked back. Like the
rest of you we have had our moments of reflection, remembrance and sadness shared without hugs,
but women have been amazing through the pandemic so far. We look forward to the fall with hopefully enough 2nd vaccines to make us feel safe to be together again!
Besides the regular business of running a Guild, we have had a speaker presentation at every meeting – and that often means 10am and 7pm so both non-working and working can attend. A few have
been from within, but mostly new speakers to the Guild: Here are some of the presentations we
have seen:
Crazy Quilting by Judy Ekhardt
Kantha – Pat Bowley
My Stitching Journey – Rosemary Oliver
Postcards – Pat ArmourNeedles – Kim Mather Introduction to Sashiko – Alma Laidlaw
and
Why did we pick this place? Seminar 2022 presented the Board Report to the Guild in preparing us
all for next May.
Every Regular Meeting has a Surprise (often a presentation), a Challenge to be stitched (usually tied
into the Presentation), and some Legacy Project reminders. Check out some of our many challenges:

Julia made a RIP container for her broken needles and pins. So did Pia
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (cont’d)

Brenda stitched “outside of the box” – FLYSWATTER!

I think this is a great POSTCARD CHALLENGE! (Pia)

Colleen!

Catherine really got into CRAZY QUILTING!

Laura did a CRAZY QUILT idea on this pillow!

Jenny is trying out some Kantha!
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (cont’d)

Lisa covered her face mask with an abundance of
BEADS!
We have also found the will to run an on-line stash sale,
and had fun doing it! We have had several members take
vignette videos of our local supply shops and share those
with the Guild in our BUY LOCAL push.
On FIFI weeks (1 Thursday a month) we virtually hug
each other, share the work we are doing or seek help for the hard bits, and talk, and talk. And often
the FIFI becomes our “Show & Share” as the output of projects and UFO’s finished is impressive.
Every member received a Christmas Gift in the mail with fabric, a tea bag, a chocolate and a pattern
to stitch a teapot. Jenny went further and stitched her favourite cookies to be a fob set!

Cathy finished Alison Cole’s design of the Welsh Dragon!

Pia did a Hygge Horse

Cathy finished a sampler!
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TORONTO GUILD OF STITCHERY (cont’d)

Julia finished
pler.

Lucky Peggy’s grandkids get a

her Long Dog Sam-

doll & blanket and Spiderman!
Seminar 2022

2022 May is coming and with it our Toronto Guild of Stitchery and EAC-ACB Seminar! We are working very hard to make sure it is a fun, safe, and educational! Can’t wait to see you all again!
Heather James,
President,
Toronto Guild of Stitchery
March 2021
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO

Submitted by Cathy Moore, ONN Rep
Tributes, Exchanges, Memorials & Van Gogh
Many CEG, K-W members have remained committed to stitching, despite our lack of meetings.
We are in the midst of a new challenge to create a spring themed item. Members are keeping mum
about what they are stitching, which is not due until June. But, in the meantime, we have been busy
doing plenty of other artistic creations as well as stitching.
Gerda P sent pictures from The Netherlands of her hexagons.

Sonya is branching out with her artistic endeavours to include micro-knotting and painting from a virtual class:

Hillary’s version of Van Gogh’s Starry Night moved from Provence to the U.K. and includes the river
Tee between Yorkshire and Durham counties. The lower left includes the distinctive outline of Roseberry Topping (Google it) and the lower right is her hometown of Billingham, showing the Saxon
church and village green.

(Continued on page 8)
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO (cont’d)
(Continued from page 7)

Brenda stitched the beautiful black and white piece, and Maria must stay up all night creating her
many cross stitch pieces. Here are some samples:

A challenge in early January to make something ‘heart’ related by February 14 rendered a variety of
results. Hilary G. stitched a lace-trimmed heart using silk and silk thread which she purchased in
Rome, as well as a potpourri heart.

(Continued on page 9)
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO (cont’d)

Lorraine baked dozens and dozens of heart shaped cookies for staff of a long term care home who
were coping with Covid-19 challenges. She is also very committed to the Girl Guides and has been
putting kits together for them.

Kathie D. used an adaptation of an Aunt Martha transfer from the 30’s to make her image more catlike. Her beloved feline succumbed to an illness a few days after starting this project. She says it
was stitched with lots of love, using hearts and forget-me-not flowers.
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO (cont’d)
Karen K created a heart monogram sampler in honour of her 40 th wedding anniversary. She incorporated many stitches that we have learned and used on
past projects during our guild meetings, including Bullion, Blanket, Chain,
Eyelet, Feather, Fishbone, French Knot, Lazy Daisy, Ribbed Spider Web, Satin, Star, Stem, Straight and woven wheel stitches. And to top off that lovely
piece, she made a heart-themed book mark AND heart cookies.

A variety of other projects from the January challenge proved that members are still very involved
in needlecrafts.
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO (cont’d)

Our Christmas ornament exchange was quite popular, with many of our members participating.
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD KITCHENER-WATERLOO (cont’d)

We are all looking forward to the day we can resume in-person meetings to continue our
Guild’s commitment to increasing our skills and the promotion of embroidery in our community.
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD

Submitted by Alexandra Semeniuk, ONN Rep
Greetings from the SNG! We trust that ONN members are keeping well and safe as we the launch
into the Spring season with optimism and hope.
Since the beginning of the year, Scarborough Needlearts has continued with its schedule of hourlong Zoom meetings every Monday morning. During these enjoyable, morale- boosting periods together, the Guild has held monthly business meetings, had regular show and share sessions, explored new project ideas and organized in-house seminars such as two recent ones on “Threads”
led by member Sylvia Wilkins.
Topics covered to date include different methods of storage as well as handling and working with
various types of threads. Sylvia used video clips and slides to illustrate her interesting talks which
were geared to both novice and experienced stitchers. “ I didn’t know that,” or “what a good idea”
were often heard during her presentations. Another seminar in this series is planned for the near future.
Until the pandemic struck, a number of Guild members were travelling to Barrie to join other stitchers
wishing to learn the techniques of Ukrainian whitework. Marion Brumwell is part of this group and a
photo of one of her pieces is included here along with her comments.

“This Ukrainian whitework runner was designed by Jan Eaton and illustrates the style of this embroidery. Eyelets are a major feature. Stitching this piece was an enjoyable way to pass time during
COVID.”
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SCARBOROUGH NEEEDLEARTS GUILD (cont’d)

In this issue of the ONN newsletter we also fondly remember and honour Helen Hinde who had
been a member of Scarborough Needlearts for many years. Our tribute to Helen, which follows,

was prepared by friend and ‘table-mate’, Odette Birrell. Helen’s daughter provided the photos of
Helen’s embroidery that was displayed at an ONN convention.
“On February 22, 2021, the Scarborough Needlearts Guild lost a long-time member, Helen Hinde.
She was 97 and still active in the Guild till the COVID shutdown of 2020. For years, Helen acted as
our Programme Director and planned many of our trips as well. In 1999, we showcased one of her
beautiful tablecloths in a special presentation at the ONN convention. An amazing moment for her.
She was working on a Hardanger, one that was nearly finished, when we had to leave Cedarbrook
Community Centre last spring. She loved stitching and was also a very talented seamstress who
made most of her clothes and always looked fashionable. Helen was also an avid gardener and
loved to show us her patio garden when, for many years, she entertained us during our summer
garden parties. She will be missed.”
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH

Submitted by Judy McMullan, ONN Rep
CEG Guelph have been enjoying our online video meetings twice a month. On the first Tuesday of
the month we have been having Stitch & Chat sessions partly with the whole group and partly in
breakout rooms. Thanks are due to Cathy S. who has been hosting each of these meetings!
On the third Tuesday of the month, we have been having a presentation. January's presentation by
Alison Jackson was on The Great Tapestry of Scotland. This magnificent work is not currently open
to the public while a home is being built for it but you can get a taste on their website or Facebook
page. Search for "Great Tapestry of Scotland".

February was a presentation by yours truly on Metallic
Threads. They are not quite the same as actual Metal
Threads but possibly more fun!

March was a hands-on session guided by Alison Jackson. Alison sent
out the pattern by email beforehand with suggestions for threads and
colours. It was a couple of charming little scenes that could be completed with whatever you had in your stash. I haven't received any photos of
that one yet but here is one that I managed to stitch up. I didn't restrict
myself to floss so some of the areas may be a little chunkier than Alison's sample photos. Alison has given us an extra incentive in that all
those who send of photo of a completed landscape will be entered in a
prize draw.
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (cont’d)
Our Challenge in the fall was Bugs! and the results were revealed at our January meeting. Here are
a few of the bugs:

Jennifer J

Judy M

Anne P

Diana B

Currently, the Challenge is titled "Spring Fling!" which is pretty wide open for interpretation. All will be
revealed at our April get-together.
In the meantime, the following pages will show you a few of the things our members have been
stitching up!
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (cont’d)

Pat B

Ana Maria K

Pat B
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Judy E

Ana Maria K

Joanne says she has been able to finish 21
quilts during this pandemic!
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CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD GUELPH (cont’d)

Jane L has been following the Peppermint
Purple Stitch-a-long for 2021
Sharon C designed and stitched this
Tuscan landscape from a photo

Two stumpwork beauties by Mavis B

Mavis has also been practicing her needle lace
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD

Submitted by Hermien Venter, ONN Rep
The Oakville Stitchery Guild is still going on, in spite of Covid and its restrictions, albeit still via Zoom.
And people are still creating, which is just wonderful! Here are just a few of the beautiful creations of
the members:
Our Gemma is still creating works faster than the rest of us can keep up with, the young woman just
can keep going and going! It’s too many to show here, but feel free to look her up on Instagram under Gemma Burke. I’m including her one colour study in red, and her tree with fungus here, two of
her hoop embroideries.

Joan has been doing stitching over lunch-time at work,
and it certainly is nothing to be snuffed at.

(Continued on page 20)
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)
Liz just loves depicting birds, see her owl that she created here,
a mixed media work playing with Inktense pencils and blocks on
a coarsely woven fabric; but there's also a black paper background, thin batting, some acrylic paint, stitching and ravelling.

Shirley has been sewing little bags with the most
beautiful and intricate stitchwork and making bags
from it. This specific fabric was coloured by our
dear departed friend Pat Greening, Shirley added
the stitching and created the bag, and gifted the
beauty back to Pat’s daughter.

Also on the topic of wildlife, Mary has been sewing turtles swimming, absolutely beautiful.

During lockdown, Nancy has been working with the materials that she had in and around her studio,
and these primitive animals are what transpired. Have a look.
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)

Sybil created yet another beautiful piece for yet another exhibition, this time in Grimsby. She calls it
Dancing among the Ashes, after applying her beloved burning coals to fabric and then working her
wild cucumber dancer onto the fabric.

Our remote member Wendy has been doing some square stitching, experimenting with all and every
kind of stitch. This is her WIP.

Janet enhanced her watercolour print with fabric.
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OAKVILLE STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)

Hermien retouched an older piece, by re-doing the moon.

Thanks!
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD

Submitted by Sheila McCoy, ONN Rep
Greetings to everyone. Well, we’ve made it through the winter, and in our part of the world it really
wasn’t too bad.
We are still communicating with each other via email, phone calls, but since we are a smaller group,
we have not got into the Zoom stuff. This must be really a great way to keep in touch if you have a
large membership.

Speaking of large memberships…. For us that is the ONN. We’ve had yet another
email meeting, and this is now our official announcement, and like the decisions of
most groups,

we are postponing the ONN Conference until 2022.

In Cobourg we have just had the 1941 and before (80s) folks vaccinated and now they are looking to
the 70-79s age range. Getting there, slow but sure. Quite a few of us have been vaccinated –
even though that’s giving our ages away !! Our towns are in the Yellow Zone and we hope it stays
that way. Our Real Estate is booming as folks are getting out of Toronto.
Jillian, Immy and Anne are keeping in touch with our ladies…. Funny jokes, stories and videos….
We are learning more about each other - our likes and dislikes etc., - through these contacts.
In January, Immy put out a call for some information/guidance she needed regarding graphs for her
“Apples”. It’s one of those huge patterns with very tiny stitches.
She continued on and the second picture is March 2021…… so great progress.

January, 2021
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)_
Of course Anne is putting us all to shame…. She just keeps churning out the work – finishing
projects and doing new ones. For winter she made her husband, Sel, mittens – copied from Bernie
Sanders’ mittens (as seen at the Biden inauguration), and they are terrific for cold days.

The next project was a UFO – a Stitchery Needlecase, but it holds all kinds of items, tape, pins,
scissors, etc., and folds in half with a tie. The outside is a lovely surface embroidery flower design,
and the inside is very intriguing because the lining fabric is how to do the various embroidery
stitches.
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)_

And just before writing this report, Anne has sent in yet another smocked dress for a little girl, and it
has a little bonnet to match….. just a little more to finish it.
Today Anne was getting eye cataract surgery, so she will have to lay low for a little while. Take a
break, and we wish her well.

Next comment was from Teresa – she is also finishing a UFO – a Dimensions pattern for a
Teapot…… but as happens when you start a project unless you keep it fastened down, bits and
pieces start to drift through your sewing box…..
Teresa ran out of certain colours of thread, so she had to ad lib to continue. Isn’t that what it’s all
about on some projects !! Anyway, it’s coming along beautifully, even though several of us have
offered her access to our DMC stash !
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)_
Annie Louise has begun to tackle a bigger Christmas Quilt after her hangings and table runner.

Heather J.is another very busy lady – she’s been nominated as
our Goldwork expert – although she insists she is still learning
(aren’t we all !) she really likes working with this form of
stitchery.
Her latest piece is a Mariner’s Compass from a course with
Cynthia Jackson.
Heather was supposed to take this Course in Boston last
September but we all know why she wasn't able to be there.

However, Cynthia ran the best online Course and finished just
before Christmas. Although relatively pleased with her progress
in Goldwork, Heather says she can see that more practice is
needed to get the arcs perfect and the bricking lined
up...argggh. (We know what she means !!)
Heather is very proud of her two Tudor Roses.
They have been given to Grace Church on-the-Hill (Toronto) to form
part of a Priest Stole.
She took the design from the 154-year old frontal (that apparently
the RSN made for them) and made a few more additions.
She says she did her very best long and short satin stitches (silk
shading) - because we all know, the Church Ladies are very
scrutinizing!
(Note : The Anglican Church have very very strict Standards for
needlework pieces, so if you are interested, make sure you obtain
their written directions before you start.)
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NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)_
Her third piece shows her multi-coloured piece that is the
actual centre of a mini-casket (circa 1700's) sewing tool box.
She thinks that putting it together may take as long as the
stitching !

We are all looking forward to when we can get together – still distanced of course – and sit around
and chat, enjoy coffee and catch up with general goings-on.
In the meantime we hope you are producing the “Challenge” project ready for the
ONN Conference now scheduled for 2022.
Look forward to warmer days, sitting in the sunshine with your stitching on your lap.
As I always say …… Carry On, Carrying On.
23 March, 2021 : smc
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD

Submitted by Barb Angier, ONN Rep

Our ZOOM meetings have been well attended……It’s been great to see the all the wonderful
pieces our members have been working on. We’re so looking forward to getting together in
person.
We continue to work on our Alphabet sampler designed by Kim M. We just finished the alphabet stitches and are now thinking about how to finish them – Frame? Bell Pull?
All our members have been busy during the pandemic. Here is a sample of our work. Enjoy!!
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD (cont’d)
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD (cont’d)
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TRILLIUM EMBROIDERY GUILD (cont’d)
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH

Submitted by Fiona White, ONN Rep
Going Forward
The new year brought new commitment to our guild. We have continued to meet via Zoom on the
third Wednesday of the month and the meetings have been well attended. It seems that we have become used to the new way of doing things and embraced it. We have also continued to keep in
touch via email. Our members have been busy producing a range of wonderful needlework, including lots of activity on our program project. Our wonderful webmaster, Tina Lubimiv, has continued to
post pictures of work completed on our website. For a quick look at the range of projects check out
the website at https://egpstitch.ca/home/what-s-new/
Our past president, Deb Blackmore, has been looking after nominations for the new executive to be
elected at our general meeting in May, and we are approaching a full slate, with both new and experienced members. While we hope that we will be able to meet in person soon, we are prepared to
continue regardless of when that may be.
Box Project
Our fall project was to create an embroidered box, based on instructions from Norah Jackson, which
are available on our website:
https://egpstitch.ca/home/program-and-calendar-of-events/ We were all given the matting used for
the exterior and interior pieces of the box, cut to size, as a starting point. Some of our members
were quick off the mark, but others found themselves spinning their wheels until the new year arrived. As always the creativity and the diversity of response to a common task is impressive. Below
are a few examples of the boxes created. For more views of these and other boxes, as well as descriptions of the techniques and motivations, go to https://egpstitch.ca/home/what-we-do/
embroidered-boxes/
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH
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EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF PETERBOROUGH

Embroidered Postcards
For our winter project we are working on embroidered postcards, with instructions from Deb Blackmore, and examples from a previous run of this project by the guild several years ago. In February
we were given the first photograph to work from - a seaside scene from our president Jan Nicholls,
taken when she was visiting her daughter in Halifax. Members had submitted pictures of their postcards prior to our March meeting, and Tina did a screen share from the website so that members
could explain their postcard, allowing her to zoom in (pun intended!) to show detail.
This led to rich discussion about techniques and materials used - almost like a set of mini-workshops. It is interesting that Zoom allows for closer collective examination
and discussion of a piece than is possible at a regular
meeting. Below are a few of the interpretations that were
shared. For other examples, again with explanation of
techniques and motivations, as well as the instructions
and original photo go to https://egpstitch.ca/home/what-we
-do/embroidered-postcards-2021/ Our plan is to continue
with these postcard projects for the rest of this year, with a
member chosen at random each month to provide the
photo for the following month.
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD

Submitted by Roma Smith, ONN Rep
Recently I read, online, a Toronto Sun article about quilting. Like the virus has made a surge
since the onset of the pandemic, so has quilting. Shops can't keep up with the sale of sewing
machines and fabric. So I wonder what is happening in the stitchery world. I always enjoy looking at photos in the newsletter, so I put out a call to our guild members to submit photos of what
they have been stitching. Here is a sampling of the work we're doing.
"Winter -a project binder by Daintry Chitaroni Daintry tells us
that the Wonderfil Glamore metallic thread she used in this
project was easy to work with and gave the project lots of sparkle. She quilted the background in King Tut thread

"Pumpkin" an original design by Daintry Chitaroni.
Daintry created the design by using a colouring book
image and Mary Corbet's website as a resource for
stitches. She filled the spaces in with many types of
threads and used over 20 different stitches.
"Guests and Quilts" by Helen Landry. Helen says this project provided her with the opportunity to
learn 1/4 and 3/4 stitches.
"Scissors Keep and Ornament" by Betty McLeod.
Betty applied her experienced hand in stitching the
Lorna Bateman scissors keep. The ornament shows
her mastery of counted work.
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SUDBURY DISTRICT QUILTING AND STITCHERY GUILD (cont’d)
"Humbug Bag" an original piece by Janet Clark. Janet is one of
the newer members of our guild who has shown a keen interest
in stitchery. Janet used a variety of embroidery stitches she
found in books and magazines to decorate the cover of this bag.
"My Imaginary Butterfly" by Roma Smith. This project came out
of a workshop given in 2019 by two of our guild members. It
was a challenge to lay the long and short satin stitches so they
would converge on an angle towards the body of the butterfly.
After tearing out stitches and starting over a couple of times I
finally finished it.

Now for the busiest stitcher of us all, Juliet McDonald. Juliet has submitted several photos of her
work for us to view. The old church in Sarajevo is an original piece that evolved from a felting
workshop given at our guild by Nicola Young. Juliet, when do you get time to sleep? Juliet's
work shines in the following photos: a) American Dollar b) Hallowe'en ornaments c) Blackwork
Samples d) Sarajevo e) Stocking Ornament f)LOVE Bell Pull g) Another Stocking Ornament.
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NORFOLK’S
SUDBURY
DISTRICT
OWN EEDLE
QUILTING
ARTSAND
GUILD
STITCHERY
(cont’d) GUILD (cont’d)

We have received our last instructions from Juliet for our mystery SAL. Can't wait to see the different interpretations. The reveal of these may appear in our next ONN newsletter submission.
Yours in Stitching
Roma Smith
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ONTARIO NETWORK OF NEEDLEWORKERS
ONN Website
The ONN website can be found at onnguilds.ca. The main page is set up in a blog form so that notices and articles of interest can be found easily by members.
Submissions of articles, photos and events are welcomed and encouraged! Suggestions include:
book and exhibition reviews
tips and hints learned at a workshop
information about a shop
research about techniques, designs or materials
Send items to webmaster Judy McMullan at cegguelph@gmail.com or to the onncontact email
(below) and it will be forwarded.

ONN Contact Information
ONN Contact Helma Bos
Webmaster
Judy McMullan

Brant Needle Arts Guild
CEG Guelph

onncontact@gmail.com
cegguelph@gmail.com

Treasurer

Dianna Thorne

Toronto Stitchery Guild

onncontact@gmail.com

Newsletter

Vacant but the webmaster has been distributing the ONN reports in an email

Membership Year
The ONN membership year runs from June 1 to May 31.
The next Annual General Meeting will be hosted by Northumberland Hills Stitchery Guild
The ONN AGM is now scheduled for May of 2022.
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